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Abstract An analysis of 12 polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in PM2.5 (particulate matter with a diameter
smaller than 2.5 microns) samples collected at Yucheng,
Shandong, in June 2013 was conducted to determine the concentrations, composition, sources, and associated cancer risk.
The results revealed that the average PAH concentration was
higher during haze episodes (28.28±8.35 ng m−3) when compared to non-haze episodes (23.68±4.17 ng m−3), and diagnostic ratio and principal component analyses indicate that the
predominant sources of PAHs were from fossil fuel and coal
combustion, likely from vehicle emissions and industrial
sources and biomass burning. Coal combustion and biomass
burning contributed significantly more during haze episodes,
whereas liquid fossil fuel combustion (e.g. petroleum) was the
dominant contributor during the non-haze periods. In addition,
back-trajectory calculations revealed that the long-distance
transport of air masses from regions with industrial pollution
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and biomass burning contributed significantly to the concentrations of PAHs in the region. The concentration of high
molecular weight PAHs (HMW-PAHs) increased from
62.3 % under non-haze conditions to 67.9 % during the haze
periods. The benzo[a]pyrene-equivalent carcinogenic potency
value during haze episodes was higher (7.09 ng m−3) than that
during non-haze (5.64 ng m−3) periods and adults over
30 years old in the Shandong province are at an increased risk
of cancer from PAHs.
Keywords Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons . Source . Haze
episode

Introduction
Over the last decade, atmospheric pollution has become the
most critical environmental issue in China due to the deterioration of air and water quality and human health (Wang et al.
2006; Duan et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2013a, b). Haze events are
caused by high concentrations of fine particulate matter (i.e.
particles with a diameter smaller than 2.5 microns, PM2.5) and
stable meteorological conditions (Watson 2002; Guo et al.
2003a). During January 2013, persistent haze events originating in Northern China spread at an unprecedented rate to encompass nearly the entire eastern half China, resulting in significant economic losses and a notable increase in outpatient
and emergency services (Mu and Zhang 2013). It has become
evident that haze events can have serious health impacts on
the populace; however, the mechanisms and species responsible for the observed deterioration have yet to be elucidated.
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), toxic organic species frequently found in PM2.5, have attracted significant attention due to their carcinogenic and mutagenic effects;
therefore, several studies have been conducted worldwide to
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quantify and identify the PAHs. Xu et al. (2013a, b) reported
that 30 % of the population in China is living in regions with
concentrations of PAHs that exceeded the national ambient
benzo[a]pyrene standard of 10 ng m−3. Furthermore, it has
been reported that Chinese emissions of PAHs accounted for
nearly 21 % of the total global PAH emissions in 2004 (Zhang
and Tao 2009; Shen et al. 2014). The haze formation in China
is unique due to the rapid transition from clean to heavily
polluted conditions and because the haze events can persist
for several days. Therefore, it is critical that the concentration
and speciation of PAHs during polluted periods is evaluated to
determine the potential effects of haze events on human
health.
Haze episodes occur most frequently in North China,
where the highest concentrations of PAH emissions in both
urban and rural areas have also been reported (Zhang et al.
2007). Previous investigations examining the concentrations,
sources, and toxicity assessment of PAHs have been conducted in heavily populated urban areas in North China, such as
Beijing, Tianjin, Jinan, and Qingdao (Zhou et al. 2005; Wu
et al. 2005; Zhu et al. 2015; Guo et al. 2003a, b). Previous
PAH studies have generally been conducted in winter, when
the PM2.5 and PAH concentrations are the highest, and little
attention has been given to the concentrations of PAHs during
the warmer seasons. However, the high temperatures, humidity, and solar radiation in the summer are more favourable to
the formation of secondary pollutants, and motor vehicle exhaust emissions, due to the use of car air conditioners, and
biomass burning increase during the summer, which can lead
to elevated concentration of PAHs. In particular, more than
140,000,000 tons of straw is burned in North China, which
not only leads to heavily polluted periods but also produces
high PAH concentrations in summer (Cao et al. 2008; Koe
et al. 2001; Li et al. 2010; Fang et al. 1999; Yan et al. 2006;
Yang et al. 2008). Although Yucheng, located in the centre of
North China, is far from sources of industrial pollution, it is
downwind of both the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region and straw
burning in southeast China. Thus, this location is ideal for
measurements of characteristics of PAHs in a rural area during
the summer to gain a more comprehensive understanding of
PAHs.
In this study, we collected PM2.5 samples at Yucheng in
June 2013 during the peak biomass burning season and then
evaluated the concentration of 12 PAHs that are regulated by
the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA)
due to their high toxicity. This study focused on four central
objectives: (a) to analyse the compositional characteristics of
PAHs during both haze and non-haze periods; (b) to identify
the sources of PAHs using diagnostic ratios and principal
component analysis (PCA); (c) to assess the cancer risk of
PAHs in the rural Chinese atmosphere; and (d) to estimate
the effects of long-range transport of PAHs by backtrajectory analysis.
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Material and methods
Filter sampling
The measurements were conducted at Yucheng (36° 87′ N,
116° 57′ E) in the Shandong province (Fig. 1), which was
described in detail in our previous study (Wen et al. 2015).
The air sampler was a medium-volume PM2.5 sampler (TH150A, Wuhan Tianhong Intelligence Instrument Facility,
Wuhan, China), operating at 100 litres per minute (LPM).
The utilized quartz filters were 88 mm in diameter with
1-μm pores (Pall Gelman Inc., USA). Before sampling, the
quartz filters were baked at 600 °C in a muffle furnace for 2 h,
and the PM2.5 cutting heads were cleaned with anhydrous
ethanol to remove any organic compounds (Zhu et al. 2013).
We collected PM2.5 samples on non-rainy days between 1 and
30 June 2013 at Yucheng, resulting in 24 daytime and 22
nighttime samples. The sampling periods were approximately
12 h (i.e. between 8:00 and 19:30 for daytime and between
20:00 and 7:30 for nighttime). All samples were kept in a
refrigerator at −20 °C until analysis to avoid the volatilization
of the measured materials.
Extraction and analysis
Before and after sampling, the filters were held in an environment of constant temperature (20±1 °C) and humidity (50±
2 %) for 24 h and then weighed on a microbalance (Model
BP211D; Sartorius, Germany), which was accurate at
0.001 mg (Zhu et al. 2013). The difference between the weight
before and after sampling was used to calculate the 12-h average concentrations of PM2.5.
The specific pre-treatment procedure and process of
analysing the PAHs have been described in our previous studies (Zhu et al. 2013, 2015). Briefly, three 17-mm-diameter
pieces were cut from the 88-mm filters, and the PAHs were
extracted by applying an acceleration solvent (ASE300,
Agilent) comprised of 80 % dichloromethane (DCM) and
20 % n-hexane. The extracted organic were combined and
concentrated on a rotary evaporator, and then the solution
was reduced to about 1 ml under a gentle stream of nitrogen
and finally stored in a refrigerator at −4 °C until analysis.
The analysis was performed using a gas chromatograph
(Agilent Technologies 6890N Network GC System Agilent
Co., USA) equipped with a mass selective detector mass spectrometer (Agilent 5973 Network). A DB-5 capillary column
with 30 m×0.25 mm×0.5 μm film thickness was applied to
the separate measurements. The temperature programme for
the chromatographic run was referred to Ma et al. (2010). This
methodology allows us to separate the PM2.5 samples into
16 discrete PAHs: naphthalene (Nap), acenaphthylene
(Acy), acenaphthene (Ace), fluorine (Flo), phenanthrene
(Phe), anthracene (Ant), fluoranthene (Flt), pyrene (Pyr),
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Fig. 1 a The location of Yucheng
(marked with a red triangle). b
The location of our sampling site
(marked with a red triangle)

benz[a]anthracene (BaA), chrysene (Chr),
benzo[b]fluoranthene (BbF), benzo[k]fluoranthene (BkF),
benzo[a]pyrene (BaP), indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene (InP),
dibenz[a,h]anthracene (DbA), and benzo[ghi]perylene
(BgP). In the atmosphere, Nap, Ace, Acy, and Flo preferentially exist in the vapour phase (Tan et al. 2011; Hu
et al. 2012). which results in a low recovery in particulate
sampling; therefore, these four PAHs were excluded from

the study. The limit of detection for the PAHs ranged from
0.005 ng m−3 (Ace) to 0.139 ng m−3 (BgP).
Quality control
Control blank field and procedural (i.e. solvent only) experiments were conducted to ensure the quality of sampling and
measurement data. Procedural control experiments were
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performed for every field sample to ensure that there was no
significant background interference. The measured extraction
recoveries ranged from 70 to 125 % for the 12 PAHs. None of
the targeted PAHs were detected in the control experiments.
Cancer risk assessment
The incremental lifetime cancer risk (ILCR) quantitatively
estimates the exposure risk of inhaled air particles contaminated with PAHs based on the US EPA standard model (Chen
and Liao 2006; Peng et al. 2011). The unitless equation used
for calculating ILCR in terms of inhalation is
ILCRsinhalation ¼ CS Finhalation 

C  IRinhalation  ED  E F
BW  ALT

ð1Þ

where C is the PAH concentration in air particles (ng m−3),
IRinhalation is the air inhalation rate (m3 day−1), EF is the exposure frequency (day year−1), ED is the lifetime exposure
duration (years), BW is the body weight (kg), ALT is the
averaging lifetime for carcinogens (years), and CSFinhalation
is the cancer slope factor (per mg kg−1 day−1). An EF of 350
was used to calculate the lifetime dose of PAHs, signifying
that the exposed group (i.e. receptors) inhales PAHs 350 days
out of a year in the scenario-specific exposure pathway (Koe
et al. 2001). This assumption is based on the protective estimate that all receptors spend a maximum of 2 weeks away
from the exposure scenario location (USEPA 2005). A CSF
value for the inhalation of BaP was assumed to be 3.14
(mg kg−1 day−1)−1 (Chen and Liao 2006). In this study, the
ILCR for the total BaP equivalent carcinogenic potency
(BaPeq) values was determined for specific age groups (infants, toddlers, children, adolescents, and adults). The total
BaPeq values obtained during haze and non-haze periods were
used to calculate the daily exposure level through inhalation.

Results and discussion
Concentration overview
The criteria for classifying haze and non-haze episodes were
as follows: a haze day was defined as that with visibility of
less than 10 km and relative humidity of less than 90 %. Nonhaze days were considered to occur when the visibility
exceeded 10 km and the PM2.5 concentration was less than
75 μg m−3 (Ministry of Environmental Protection of The
People’s Republic of China 2012).
During the entire sampling period, the 12-h average concentration of PM2.5 was 129.63±74.63 μg m−3, ranging from
24.87 to 339.11 μg m−3. During haze episodes, the average
concentration of PM2.5 was 235.84±66.39 μg m−3 (140.69–
339.11 μg m−3), which was 3.7 times higher than the concentration observed during the non-haze episodes (64.44 ±

19.80 μg m−3, 24.87–92.45 μg m−3). The highest 12-h average concentration of PM2.5 measured (339.11 μg m−3) was 5
times higher than the national second grade classification (i.e.
24-h PM2.5 <75 μg m−3) set by the Chinese government
(Ministry of Environmental Protection of The People’s
Republic of China 2012). The average concentration of the
12 PAHs was 28.28±8.35 (range 16.66–45.49 ng m−3) and
23.68±4.17 ng m−3 (range 15.16–29.66 ng m−3) during haze
episodes and clean periods, respectively (Table 1). Our measured sum of the 12 PAHs during the haze period was comparable to that measured in Taiwan (33.0 ng m−3for 21 PAHs)
in 2010 during the rice straw burning period (Lai et al. 2009).
The concentration of particulate PAHs during haze episodes in
our study were found to be higher than several other rural and
suburban sites, such as the Muang District in the Lampang
province in Northern Thailand (5.1 ng m−3for 16 PAHs) and
Araraquara in Brazil (11.6 ng m−3 for 16 PAHs) (Phoothiwut
et al. 2013; De Andrade et al. 2010). However, the concentration was lower than the measured values in Baofeng Country,
Henan province (34.82 ng m−3 for 16 PAHs) (Wu et al. 2015).
where fossil fuels are utilized for cooking and heating, the
rural fields in Taiyuan, Shanxi province (36.33 ng m−3 for
21 PAHs), where biofuels are heavily used for heating (Li
et al. 2014). and in Guangzhou (44.22 ng m−3 for 14 PAHs)
during a heavy haze period (Tan et al. 2011).
PAH compositional pattern
The 12 PAH species can be classified into low molecular
weight (LMW, 3-ring PAHs), middle molecular weight
(MMW, 4-ring PAHs), and high molecular weight (HMW,
5- and 6-ring PAHs) species. A higher LMW concentration
represents the presence of more non-combusted petroleum
products, whereas HMW species are typically related to pyrogenic products derived mainly from fossil fuel combustion
(Hassanien and Abdel-Latif 2008). The average concentrations of the LMW, MMW, and HMW species were 2.38±
0.58 ng m−3, 6.70±2.38 ng m−3, and 19.20±7.57 ng m−3 during haze episodes and 2.07±0.33 ng m−3, 6.93±3.25 ng m−3,
and 14.68±3.29 ng m−3 during non-haze periods (Table 1).
Moreover, the proportions of the LMW, MMW, and HMW
species during haze (1:2.82:8.07) and non-haze episodes
(1:3.3:7.1) showed that although HMW species were the main
components in both haze and non-haze episodes, the proportion of HMW species increased from 62.3 % in non-haze to
67.9 % in haze conditions. The MMW species decreased from
28.9 % in non-haze to 23.7 % in haze conditions, which may
be related to the different sources of the PAHs.
Sienra et al. (2005) proposed that specific PAHs are derived
from combustion (COMPAHs), including Flt, Pyr, Chr, BbF,
BkF, BaA, BaP, InP, and BgP. The concentration of
COMPAHs measured during haze episodes was in the range
of 23.3±6.49 ng m−3, accounting for 82.75±2.81 % of the
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concentration of the 12 PAHs. During non-haze episodes, the
concentration of COMPAHs was 19.91±3.99 ng m−3, accounting for 83.79±3.15 % of the 12 PAHs. The high proportion of COMPAHs indicates that combustion sources are the
leading contributors during both haze and non-haze episodes,
which is supported by the significantly positive correlations
between COMPAHs and the 12 PAHs (R=0.98) (Fig. 2). The
LMW/HMW ratio is often considered to be an index for
distinguishing pyrogenic from petrogenic sources. The negative correlation (R=−0.66) found between the LMW/HMW
ratio and the COMPAH concentration (Fig. 2) confirms that
the predominant source of PAHs at Yucheng was from
combustion.
Generally, specific PAHs, such as BaA, BbF, BkF, BaP,
InP, and DbA, are chosen to evaluate the carcinogenic potential of PAHs in a given region. The concentrations of these
species fluctuated in the range of 18.35±7.26 ng m−3 (64.91±
9.75 %) of the 12 PAHs total concentration during haze episodes and 13.71±3.17 ng m−3 (57.9±10.25 %) during nonhaze episodes, respectively. The toxicity and carcinogenic risk
of the measured PAHs are further analysed in the section focusing on cancer risk assessment.
PAH source identification
Principal component analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation
was used to identify the sources of PAHs during both haze
and non-haze episodes at Yucheng (Table 2). Three principal
components (PCs) were extracted, which accounted for more
than 88.71 % of the total variance.
PC1 accounted for 51.29 % of the total variance and was
dominated by BaA, Chr, BbF, and BkF. The higher levels of
BkF, BbF, and BaA are indicative of the influence of diesel and
gasoline emissions (Larsen and Baker 2003; Venkataraman et al.
1994; Dong and Lee 2009). and Chr is a tracer of coal
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Table 2 PCA result for all day and night particulate PAH compounds at
Yucheng
PAH

PC1

PC2

PC3

Phe

0.062

0.949

−0.019

Ant

−0.029

0.100

0.909

Flt
Pyr

0.201
−0.056

−0.198
−0.175

0.881
0.909

Chr

0.930

0.109

0.089

BaA
BkF

0.955
0.892

0.026
0.365

0.143
−0.076

BbF
BaP

0.808
0.412

0.337
0.816

−0.186
−0.270

InP

0.604

0.772

−0.029

DbA

0.182

0.914

−0.136

0.712
51.29

0.551
24.09

0.258
13.33

BgP
Explained variance (%)

The italicized data implied major PAH compounds in corresponding principal component. Extraction method: principal component analysis. Rotation method: varimax with Kaiser normalization

combustion (Harrison et al. 1996). Thus, PC1 appeared to be a
mixture of coal combustion and vehicle emissions. PC2
(24.09 % of the total variance) was dominated by Phe, BaP,
InP, and DbAwith a moderate loading for BgP, which are typical
markers of vehicle emissions (Harrison et al. 1996). PC3, accounting for 13.33 % of the total variance, was highly dominated by Ant, Flt, and Pyr, which are tracers of fossil fuel combustion of liquefied gas, natural gas, and coal (Ilias and Euripides
2002). Some researchers have also reported that Ant, Flt, and
Pyr can be attributed to biomass burning (Oros 2006).
Additionally, HMW and other stable molecular PAHs are preferentially formed in high temperature, and LMW-PAHs are generally formed during low-temperature reaction processes, such
as biomass burning (Mostert et al. 2010). Therefore, PC3 should
be attributed to biomass burning and fossil fuel combustion.
Overall, the results obtained from PCA revealed that fossil fuel
combustion, vehicle emissions, and coal and biomass burning
are likely the dominant sources of PAHs at Yucheng in summer.

Diagnostic ratio

Fig. 2 Relationship between COMPAH concentration and LMW/HMW
ratio; relationship between COMPAH and 12 PAH concentrations

The possible sources of PAHs may be identified by the isomer
ratios of Ant/(Ant+Phe), BaA/(BaA+Chr), Flt/(Flt+Pyr), and
InP/(InP+BgP) to discriminate between petrogenic and pyrolytic sources (shown in Table 3, Zhang et al. 2006). As shown
in Fig. 3a, the ratios of BaA/(BaA+Chr) in non-haze (0.64–
0.81) and haze (0.63–0.80) episodes were all higher than 0.35,
indicating a pyrolytic source. The values of Ind/(Ind+BgP)
ranged from 0.47–0.56 to 0.49–0.57 for non-haze and haze
episodes, respectively, indicating a mixed source of
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Table 3 Diagnostic ratios of
particulate PAHs
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Reference source emissions

Reference

Ant/(Ant+Phe)

<0.1 petroleum

(Han et al. 2011)

Flt/(Flt+Pyr)

>0.1 combustion
<0.4 petroleum source

(Yunker et al. 2002)

0.4–0.5 liquid fossil fuel combustion
BaA/(BaA+Chr)

>0.5 biomass and coal combustion
<0.2 petrogenic

(Hu et al. 2012)

0.2–0.35 petrogenic or pyrolytic sources
InP/(InP+BgP)

>0.35 pyrolytic sources
<0.2 petroleum and petrogenic sources

(Yunker et al. 2002)

0.2-0.5 petroleum combustion(liquid fossil fuel,
vehicle, and crude oil combustion)
>0.5 contribution of coal, grass, and wood

petroleum, coal, and biomass combustion. However, the 82 %
of the ratios of Ind/(Ind+BgP) during the haze period were
greater than 0.5, whereas only 57 % of the values during the
non-haze were greater than 0.5, suggesting that a source of
coal combustion and biomass burning was only dominant in

the hazy period (Khalili et al. 1995; Guo et al. 2003b).
Furthermore, the distinction between PAH emission sources
in non-haze and haze episodes is more clearly reflected in
Fig. 3b, in which the scatter plot of the ratios Flt/(Flt+Pyr)
and Ant/(Ant+Phe) clearly separates haze from non-haze
PAHs. The results of Ant/(Ant+Phe) were higher than 0.1 during both the haze and non-haze periods, revealing the type of
combustion source. Eighty-two percent of the sample ratios of
Flt/(Flt+Pyr) were above 0.5 during the haze episodes, indicating that biomass or coal combustion was the main PAH source,
and 64 % of the Flt/(Flt+Pyr) ratio was found to be between 0.4
and 0.5 during non-haze periods, revealing that petroleum combustion played a dominant role at this time. Overall, we can
conclude that the main sources during both periods were pyrolytic, with coal and biomass combustion significantly contributing to haze episodes and liquid fossil fuel (petroleum) combustion dominantly contributing to non-haze episodes.

Cancer risk assessment
Previously, the toxic equivalency factors (TEFs) for all known
PAH species have been reported by Nisbet and LaGoy (1992).
which reflects the carcinogenic properties of individual PAHs.
On this list, BaP has been given a TEF of 1.0 (Nisbet and
LaGoy 1992). and the concentrations of the individual PAHs
are then converted to the BaPeq concentrations based on the
TEFs and the following equation (2). Table 4 shows the
∑BaPeq values obtained in this study.
X
X
BaPeq ¼
ðPAHi  TE Fi Þ
ð2Þ

Fig. 3 Diagnostic ratios between InP/(InP+BgP) and BaA/(BaA+Chr)
(a) and between Flt/(Flt+Pyr) and Ant/(Ant+Phe) (b)

where PAHi is the individual concentration of each PAH and
TEFi is the individual TEF of each PAH. Samples collected
during the haze episodes exhibited a higher ∑Bapeq value
(7.09 ng m−3) than that in non-haze samples (5.64 ng m−3).
The ∑BaPeq values of PAH in haze and non-haze episodes
were both lower than the national standard of 10 ng m−3

5.08E-06
6.38E-06
2.77E-06
3.48E-06
2.08E-06
2.61E-06
1.47E-06
1.85E-06
9.15E-07
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1.87E-07

2.35E-07

Non-haze
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70years
6.93E-07
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30years
6.01E-07
7.56E-07
18years
5.60E-07
7.04E-07
12years
7.28E-07
9.15E-07
6years
1.87E-07
2.35E-07
1year

(Zhu et al. 2013) but were significantly higher than the World
Health Organization standard (1 ng m−3) (Ventafridda et al.
1987).
In this study, a probabilistic risk assessment framework
was applied to estimate the cancer risk incurred from exposure
routes to PAHs via inhalation. Probabilistic risk assessment
for personal exposure to carcinogenic PAHs showed that an
ILCR between 10−6 and 10−4 indicates a potential risk, whereas an ILCR greater than 10−4 denotes a high potential health
risk (Liao and Chiang 2006). The acceptable level is equal to
or less than 10−6 (Chiang et al. 2009). The estimated ILCR
values for each age-specific group are listed in Table 4. For all
the age-specific groups, the ILCR and the total risk values for
haze were approximately 1.4 times higher than those for nonhaze periods, revealing a higher probabilistic risk during the
haze periods when compared with non-haze periods. The
ILCR values increased as the age bracket increased from infant to adult (30–70 years old), except for the toddler age
group. The ILCR values for non-haze (7.28E-07) and haze
(9.15E-07) episodes for toddlers are both higher than those
for the corresponding 18–30-year-old adults (non-haze,
6.93E-07; haze, 8.71E-07), indicating that although the exposure time for toddlers is less than 6 years, the health risk is still
higher than that for 18–30-year-old adults. The values obtained in our study show that the highest estimated ILCR values
are 2.31E-06 (in non-haze) and 2.90E-06 (in haze) for adult
residents (30–70 years old), suggesting that adults over

5.64
7.09

Mean of ∑BaPeq (ng/m3)
Samples
ILCR

Inhalation rate IRinhalation
Average life span (ALT)

Non-haze
Haze
Total risk

350
40
15.7
70
Adult
30–70years
350
12
15.7
70
Adult
18–30years
350
6
15.7
70
Adolescent
12–18years
350
6
12
70
Children
6–12years
350
5
9
70
Toddler
1–6years
350
1
5.4
70
Infant
0–1year
dayyear−1
years
m3day−1
years
Exposure frequency (EF)
Exposure duration (ED)

18–30years
66
12–18years
38
6–12years
31.2
1–6years
15
0–1year
7
kg
Exposure variable
Body weight (BW)

Adult
Adolescent
Children
Toddler
Infant
Unit
Exposure parameter

Health risk assessment for total BaPeq by age-specific group
Table 4

30–70years
66
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Adult
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Fig. 4 Mean 3-day backward trajectory clusters during sampling periods
from 1 to 30 June
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30 years old may be at risk of developing cancer and that the
risk in the other age groups is within acceptable levels.
Additionally, the total accumulated risk worsens as the age
increases from infant (1 year old) to adult (70 years old) in
both non-haze and haze conditions, and the highest estimated
cancer risk values calculated were 5.08E-06 (in non-haze) and
6.38E-06 (in haze) for elderly adult residents (70 years old).
Influence of back trajectories of air mass transport
To better understand the long-distance transport of pollutants
during the sampling period, the HYSPLIT model was used to
calculate 72-h back trajectories every 2 h at 50 m above
ground level. The air mass trajectories at Yucheng were classified into four clusters.
Figure 4 shows that the cluster with the highest frequency
(cluster 1) comprised 43 % of the total trajectories, which
originated in eastern Jiangsu province and then passed over
the border between Jiangsu and Anhui provinces before arriving in Yucheng. The air masses associated with this cluster
moved slowly at an altitude of between 0 and 100 m, indicating that the air pollutants were influenced by ground layer
pollution. The highest concentrations (30.46 ng m−3) of
PAHs were found to correspond with this cluster. Fu et al.
(2012) reported that intensive biomass burning is usually concentrated in the region of Shandong, Jiangsu, and Anhui provinces in June. It is likely that these areas greatly contribute to
the concentrations of PAHs downwind. Cluster 3, which
contained the second highest concentrations of PAHs
(27.55 ng m−3) and accounted for 27 % of the total trajectories,
originated in the Bohai Gulf and travelled along the border of
Hebei and Shandong provinces. The Bohai economic zone,
which is one of the most populated and industrial zones in
China, has been reported to exhibit elevated emissions of
PAHs (Zhang et al. 2009). Hence, long-distance transport of
sources of industrial pollution and biomass burning contributed significantly to the concentrations of PAHs in Yucheng.

Conclusions
The characteristics of 12 PM2.5-bound PAHs were investigated during haze and non-haze episodes at Yucheng in
June 2013. The total average concentration of the 12 PAH
species during haze episodes was 28.28±8.35 ng m−3, which
was higher than the average concentration measured during
non-haze episodes (23.68±4.17 ng m−3). In order to analyse
the compositional pattern of PAHs during non-haze and haze
episodes, the 12 PAHs were classified into LMW, MMW, and
HMW species and as COMPAHs and carcinogenic PAHs.
The results showed that COMPAHs and HMW-PAHs
accounted for a substantial portion in the 12 PAHs, which
signified that the dominant sources of PAHs at Yucheng
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during both non-haze and haze periods were from combustion
processes. Moreover, the proportion of HMW-PAHs increased
from 62.3 % in non-haze to 67.9 % in haze episodes.
Diagnostic ratios and PCA, which were used to identify the
sources of the PAHs, indicated that vehicle emissions, fossil
fuel combustion, coal combustion, and biomass burning were
the main sources of PAHs during the sampling period. Coal
combustion and biomass burning were determined to be the
dominant contributors to PAHs during haze episodes, and liquid fossil fuel (petroleum) combustion was the dominant
source during non-haze episodes. Additionally, the ∑BaPeq
and ILCR values of PAHs were calculated to estimate the
toxicity and the carcinogenic risk of PAHs to human health.
The BaPeq value for haze samples (7.09 ng m−3) was higher
than that for non-haze samples (5.64 ng m−3) revealing the
stronger toxicity during haze episodes, and the ILCR results
showed that adults over 30 years old are at an elevated risk of
cancer. The calculated cancer risk for the other age groups was
found to be within the acceptable levels. Finally, on the basis
of back-trajectory analysis, we conclude that the long-distance
transport of industrial pollution from the Bohai Gulf region
and pollution emitted from biomass burning in the southeastern provinces of Shandong, Anhui, and Jiangsu is a significant
source of PAHs at Yucheng.
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